Study of translational and rotational dynamics of birefringent colloidal particles by depolarized light scattering in the far- and near-field regimes.
We characterize the translational and rotational dynamics of birefringent spherical colloidal particles by depolarized light scattering in the far- and near-field regimes. For this purpose, we use depolarized dynamic light scattering and propose an extension of dynamic heterodyne near-field light scattering that takes into account the polarization state of the light. Such a combination of methods allows to access colloidal dynamics in an extended q-range and permits to evaluate different modes of particles motion in suspension. Furthermore, we obtain a good agreement between results from the far- and near-field approaches thus validating our proposal and opening the possibility to investigate simultaneously the subtle interplay between translational and rotational motions of anisotropic colloidal particles in length-scales from the order of the particle size to several interparticle distances.